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ABSTRACT. It is known that the number of neurons in the layers in the modern neural networks
used for recognition are determined on the basis of experiments without theoretical justification according
to the heuristic considerations. In the presented paper a procedure for determining the number of
neurons in the layers based on clustering is proposed. Formal neuron’s recognizing function, “scalar
product”, as similarity measure for clustering is used. It provides high level of clustering and recognition
identity. On the first stage the number of neurons is determined for only one pattern. On the next stage
the correction of the number of neurons takes place taking into consideration other system descriptions
(templates). © 2014 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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Recognition using neural network for determining the number of neurons for each pattern, which pro-
vides error-free recognition of training set, is discussed. It is known that the numbers of neurons in the layers
in the modern neural networks used for recognition are determined on the basis of experiments without
theoretical justification according to the heuristic considerations [2]. In the presented paper a procedure for
determining the number of neurons in the layers based on clustering is proposed. Formal neuron’s recogniz-
ing function “scalar product” as similarity measure for clustering is used. It provides high level of clustering
and recognition identity [3]. On the first stage the number of neurons is determined for only one pattern. On
the next stage the correction of the number of neurons takes place taking into consideration other system
descriptions. Introduce the following symbols:

Set of patterns A, set of neurons Ne;

  1 2 i IA A ,  A ,   ,  A ,   ,  A ;   Card  A I;

  1 2 i INe Ne ,  Ne ,   ,  Ne ,   ,  Ne ;   Card  Ne I.

Realization patterns: X set

             1 2 i I i iX X ,   X ,   ,   X , X ;       X X ,   A  –       pattern realizations; subsets of X-set;
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  1 2 n Nx x ,  x ,   ,  x ,   ,  x  A     - patterns signs; sign space;

i 1i 2i ni Ni ix x ,  x ,   ,  x ,   ,  x  A     - patterns signs;  i 1, I ;

Weighing coefficients: W– set;

  1 2 i IW ω ,  ω ,   ,  ω ,   ,  ω   ,

 i 1i 2i ni NIW  ω ,  ω ,   ,  ω ,   ,  ω   ;

The weighing coefficients of Ai- patterns neuron Nei;
 - is received,         - is presented.

 X x  –  unknown realization;   Ne  W  –  formal neuron, weighing coefficients;

Recognition process for Ai - pattern Nei neuron:

Correct recognition process for Ai - pattern Nei neuron:

The process of recognition in a formal neuron can be imagined in the following way: the unknown X
realization is the ordered sequence of the weighing coefficients: a vector or a matrix. Realization coordinates are
multiplied by the corresponding indexes of weighing coefficients elements whereupon the obtained products
(vector or matrix elements) are added. The obtained value of the total is presented to the previously selected
neuron activation function and thus a corresponding point of the value of the total (activation function
value) is obtained. The value of activation function is compared to the neuron threshold (the difference is
calculated). If the activation function value is bigger than or equals to the neuron threshold value, then
neuron output value equals to one, otherwise (when it is smaller) – to zero. The result of the recognition
process can be correct or incorrect [3]. The recognition is correct if to a certain kind of neuron the same kind
of realization is presented and, as a result, at the neuron output we obtain the value which equals to one. This
means that realization belongs to “the same kind”. The recognition is also correct when to one pattern of
neuron a different type of realization is presented and as a result we get a value which equals to zero. This
means that one type of realization does not belong to a different pattern. Both cases are given in (1) and (2)
according to the sequence given in the text and in consideration of the symbols adopted.

.       (1)
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 j jF net  activation function value at presenting Xj realization for Nej neuron;

 (2)

 j jF net  activation function value at presenting Xi realization for Nei neuron.

The realization is not correct, if to Aj pattern neuron the same kind of Xi realization is presented for

recognition and, as a result, we get jout 0 , which means that i jX A .

The realization is also incorrect, if to Nej neuron a different kind of Xi realization is presented for recogni-

tion; as a result we get jout 1 , which means that i jX A .

The incorrect recognition process is given in (3) and (4).

(3)

(4)

Errors in recognition process occur when (3) or (4) are applied. Analytically, both cases can be repre-
sented separately, according to (1):

 i j j nj nj j j
n

F net F ω X z out 0
 
    
 
 
 (5)

according to (2):  i j i nj ni j j
n

F net F ω X z out 1
 
     
 
 . (6)

It is obvious that in case “a” the recognition result will change i.e. the error will be corrected if the
inequality symbol in (5) is changed:

 i j j F net z . (7)

In case “b” the error can also be corrected by changing the inequality symbol in (6):

 i j j F net z . (8)

In order to correct the error in (6) it is necessary to increase Wj weighing coefficient, i.e. implement the
awarding procedure or else decrease zj threshold. In case of (7), the error will be corrected, if we decrease the
value of Wi coefficient or increase the value of zj threshold. From the above mentioned it is obvious that to
fulfill the conditions given in (6) and (7) it is necessary to perform mutually exclusive procedures.

In general, the errors made during the recognition process are corrected by means of applying one or
several of the procedures stated below: Improving the realizations of patterns which is obtained by perfect-
ing the sign space or through preparation procedures; Describing the patterns and perfecting the templates;
Correct selected comparison procedures similarities through the interpretation of their results; Changing
neuron threshold (zi). Unknown realization is included into each element of a neuron set, the product of
multiplying realization coordinates by weighing coefficients is received, i.e. the net set for each neuron
determines values of activation function, and chooses the maximum Fi value in the case shown in (4),

according to which a decision is made:  jX A  for those patterns, the neurons of which do not have the

maximum value, we have: iX A , where i 1, I , i j ,
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j     X A      X       

jNe net F net F max F net


      . (9)

The improvement of realizations – preparation procedures imply that sign space dimension is definite and
constant (fixed) for all the realizations of recognizable patterns. Apart from this, in our case it appears that we
have binary realizations (vectors, matrices), where each sign (property) is presented by one pixel. If the pixel
contains an expression element, e.g. a fragment of Georgian symbol, then the value of the corresponding sign
equals to one, but if it does not – to zero. Perfection of etalon designations implies carrying out such
procedures, which can result in correcting the introduced error; at the same time the results through which
the realizations will be correctly recognized should not be changed. Let us take into consideration that in the
process of changing the weighing coefficients we use only awarding procedures.

In a formal neuron the measure of similarity is the product of multiplying weighing coefficients by corre-
sponding realization coordinates which is commonly called scalar product, but unlike this the results ob-
tained through  the product are not multiplied by the transcendental function, which is of no importance
because we have a similarity function of binary realizations for the coordinate product. We have:

ij ni nj
n

 F x x 0  . (10)

A non-negativity constraint is carried out because according to it  x 0;1   we have two AAj and Ai type

realizations for scalar product:

nj ni ni nj
n n

x x x x   , (11)

which means that symmetry condition is fulfilled ij jiF F .

The product of realization of any type multiplied by itself does always result in zero value:

ni nj
n

x x 0  , (12)

which means that the reflexive condition is not fulfilled, accordingly, the measure of similarity a scalar product
is not a metric function. According to the above-mentioned it is necessary to choose as a similarity measure
such a function which will be connected with the scalar product function and, correspondingly, with the
algorithm of a neuron recognition. Let us use the coincidence and non-coincidence selection, which was
discussed in [3] according to the condition, pattern realizations are evenly-dimensioned binary vectors or
matrices, therefore to describe their coincidence or non-coincidence it is advisable to use the apparatus of
logical functions. For describing the coincidence of  Xi and Xj realizations we will have:

a) ni njx x 1; 

b) ni njx x 0; 

where n N . For non-coincidence we have different values of  Xi and Xj realization coordinates:

c) ni nj(x 1)  (x 0)  ;

d) ni njx 0 x 1;     n N   .

Due the fact that we are interested in those values of one realization, where its coordinates are equal to one,
we have chosen “a” and “c” points from “a”, “b” and “c” points which reflect the coincidence or non-
coincidence of the given, for example, Xi realization with any other realization. Let us present both cases with
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the scalar product below:

ni nj
n

x x . (13)

It is obvious that any corresponding value of the function given in (13) is equal to one only if ni njx 1  x 1  ,

which corresponds to point “a”. For presenting the non-coincidence we will have the following scalar
product function:

ni nj
n

x (1 x ) . (14)

It is evident that the value of any summand for (14) function equals to one only if condition ni njx 1 x 0 

is fulfilled which concerns point “c” because the non-coincidence is calculated by means the coincidence
function, e.g.,

ni ni nj
n n

x x (1 x )   ,

Therefore, hereafter we will use (13) function by means of which we will identify unknown realizations,
conduct a training process and carry out clusterization.

A training process in a neuron implies changing weighing coefficients. The training process starts with
determining the value of weighing coefficients or random conferring. In our case we will give the weighing
coefficients the values equal to one.

 n nW ω ;   ω 1;       n 1; N . (15)

For conducting a training process it is necessary to know the set of unknown patterns and create a training
combination of realizations for each element, e.g. for Ai set {Xi}according to (15) by the beginning of the
training process will be:

 i ni niW ω ;    ω 1;         (16)

We will have that the set of training combinations of any kind meets the representativeness conditions. In the
process of training, a recognition procedure with scalar product similarity zone is used; e.g. in the process of

presenting Xj realization its coordinates are multiplied by Aj - type neuron jω  and weighing coefficient as the

product of jω 1  ; equals to one only when x coordinate of  Xj realization is equal to one. Let us present this

process as in (9):

(17)

The weighing coefficients of those members of (17) product the  xnj  coordinates of which equal to one, will
be awarded according to the given procedure:

   ni niω k ω k 1 a,    (18)

where  nk 0;1;2; ;  K,    ω 1    , according to (2) i 1, I ; n 1, N,a const   is the awarding coefficient the
selection and determination of which as, a rule, occurs heuristically from the whole set of non-negative
numbers. If a = 1 then after presenting the whole training set we get the so-called statistical etalons. If

nix 0,   then awarding will not take place and the value of the corresponding weighing coefficient will not

change. By conducting procedure (3) we get Ai -type etalon description 0
iE  for each realization of AAi  -type

training set the dimension of which equals to the isolation of the signs space while the coordinates get values
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from the set of non-negative whole numbers.
Let us assume that by conducting procedures (17) and (18) for each element (pattern) of the given set of

patterns we get a set of pattern descriptions E, which contains the same number of elements as in the set of
patterns. According to the condition we have as many neurons as the number of the set of recognizable
patterns of elements:

   Card A Card Ne ,   1 2 i IE E ,  E ,   ,  E ,   ,  E   . (19)

Originally, at the beginning of the training process it was assumed that one neuron represents one pattern
(description). After conducting the recognition process it turned out that we had certain errors in this process
which were expressed by means of one type of gradation, e.g. by differences in fonts of typed texts, different
distortions and disturbances; it became obvious that we need more than one neuron for problem patterns,
accordingly, it became necessary to determine the criteria for finding the right number of neurons necessary
for the correct recognition of each pattern. Let us mark by Mi the power of the set of Ai pattern training set of
realizations.

 i iM Card X ;   i 1, I  (20)

Let us mark by mi
iX  any realization of Xi set which we will present to Nei for recognition the weighing

coefficients of which are the elements of  Ei vector (matrix) and according to (17) we will get:

(21)

If we repeat the (26) procedure for each element of  Xi set, we will get a set of mi
inet  neuron reactions,

according to which the recognition i.e. the determination of mi
iout  occurs. Let us assume that we get the

correct recognition iout 1  from Mi number of realizations for Pi number of realizations; for the number of

incorrectly recognized realizations, then we will have:

i i iQ M – P ,         i 1, I  (22)

Fig. 1. The indicated situation in two-dimensional sign is shown.
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Let us mark by pi
inet  the value of neural reaction of the correctly recognized pi

iX  realizations. Then we will

have minimum and maximum values of neural reactions for each correctly recognized realization:

 pi
i ipi

a min net ;   pi
i ipi

b max net ,  i 1, I .  (23)

Let us determine the centre of gravity realizations coordinates which got into the range  i ia ;  b ;  let us

determine the centre of gravity recognized realizations in the sign space. Let us draw a hyper-sphere with  ri

radius from the given centre in the sign space:

i i
i

b a
 r , i 1, I

2


  . (24)

The indicated situation in two-dimensional sign space (on the plane) is shown in Fig. 1. Each point on the

plane represents Ai pattern of realizations. The correctly recognized realizations are placed inside the 1
ir

radius circumference. It is possible to have two situations with Pi number: Qi = 0 which means that Pi = Mi that
is all the realizations are recognized correctly and are error-free. Consequently, we decide that only one
neuron is enough to recognize the pattern realization; iQ 0  which means that we have incorrectly recognized

realizations beyond the hyper-sphere with i iP M  radius. In such a case, for those realizations which were not

included into 1
ir  hyper-sphere let us calculate the maximum and minimum values given by (22), calculate the

radius of the hyper-sphere and draw a hyper-sphere with a new radius around it. We might have the following

cases: The hyper-sphere comprises old and new realizations as shown on the circumference with 1
ir  radius (Fig.

1). In this case we should select a different centre of gravity and a different radius which is smaller than 1
ir  radius

value. Let us restrict the new hyper-sphere; this process should be continued until we will have only correctly
recognized realizations. Consequently, we make a decision that another neuron is necessary, the weighing
coefficient of which equals to the coordinates of the new centre of gravity. If there still are realizations left
outside the hyper-spheres, then we should continue the procedures given in point 1 until there are no more
realizations of the given training set pattern  left. By conducting the above mentioned procedures we will get the
needed number of neurons per the realization of each recognizable training set pattern for each pattern and by
summarizing these quantities we will get the total number of neurons for the whole set of recognizable patterns.

Let us assume that we have pattern descriptions: E set which coordinates are the weighing coefficients. For
each pattern sets according to (23) have been calculated. The realizations of  Ai pattern examination set from
{Xi} set should be presented to ai and bi from another pattern e.g. to Aj neuron (or neurons) for recognition
in case when zi = ai

 (25)

where j 1,J ;  i 1, I ; i j .

According to (25) let us determine nj ni ji
n

min ω ω a  values jA j 1, I,  j i   . For  AAi and AAj patterns we may

get two situations:

a)  ji i ji j iF z out 1 X A      , (26)

b)  ji i ji j iF z out 0 X A      . (27)

It is evident that we have an error when the situation given by (26) is carried out. If (26) is not carried out
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for any of Xi set realizations, then we will decide that the number of neurons for Ai pattern is enough. If the
situation given by (27) is accomplished for several realizations, then we will conduct the procedures de-
scribed bellow for incorrectly recognized realizations and will determine the number of neurons necessary for

Ai pattern in connection with Aj pattern. We will apply the same process for each pattern of   iA \ A  set and

get the number of neurons necessary for Ai pattern for which (neurons) the weighing coefficients of the
corresponding neurons together with E set elements will be determined in the bottom of the work by imple-
menting the above-mentioned procedures. For all the A set patterns we will get the overall number of neurons
for the set of recognized patterns. A procedure for determining the number of neurons in the layers based on
clustering. Formal neuron’s recognizing function – “scalar product” is used as similarity measure for cluster-
ing. On the first stage the number of neurons is determined for only one pattern. On the next stage the
correction of the number of neurons considered other system descriptions (templates). Improving the reali-
zations of patterns was obtained by perfecting the sign space and preparation procedures; In the process of
changing the weighing coefficients we used only awarding procedures. The training process started with
determining the value of weighing coefficients or random conferring. For conducting a training process we
had the set of training combinations of any kind of represented conditions. In the process of training, a
recognition procedure with scalar product similarity measure is used. By implementing the above mentioned
procedures for all the A set patterns we will get the overall number of neurons for the set of recognized
patterns.

informatika

neironebis raodenobis gansazRvra klasterirebis
meTodis gamoyenebiT amocnobis procesisaTvis
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rogorc cnobilia, Tanamedrove neironul qselebSi SreebSi neironebis raodenoba
ganisazRvreba eqsperimentebis safuZvelze, Teoriuli dasabuTebis gareSe, evristikuli
mosazrebebidan gamomdinare. warmodgenil statiaSi SreebSi neironebis raodenobis
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